FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27TH

5PM JASON STANLEY YALE
Counterbalancing and Communication in Politics and The Media

6:30PM RAE LANGTON CAMBRIDGE
Speech acts, Hate Speech and Accommodation

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28TH

9:30AM KENT BACH SFSU
Odds and Ends (Loose, Deep, or Dead)

11:00AM ELISABETH CAMP RUTGERS
Insinuation, Inexplicitness, and the Conversational Record

1:40PM PETER HANKS MINNESOTA
Propositional Content, Semantic Content, and Types of Speech Acts

3:10PM MITCH GREEN UCONN
Can the (or a) Force/Content Distinction be Sustained?

4:40PM JOHN SEARLE BERKELEY
Speech Act Theory after 50 years

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29TH

9:30AM ROBERT STALNAKER MIT/COLUMBIA
May, Might and If

11AM CRAIGE ROBERTS OHIO STATE
Speech Acts in Discourse Context

1:40PM SARAH MURRAY & WILL STARR CORNELL
The Structure of Communicative Acts

3:10PM STEPHEN NEALE CUNY
No Parking

4:40PM STEPHEN SCHIFFER NYU
Figurative Speech Acts
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